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Research smarter

Research collaboration is on the rise…are you prepared?
Research collaboration has taken on a whole new meaning in the digital age. Your
research team may be spread all over the world, with access to different resources,
but you still need to work together in order to produce novel research. When you use
EndNote, you will research smarter, leaving behind the tedious work of creating and
formatting bibliographies, finding full text articles, and searching for previously saved
notes and references. With freed up time and a central reference library to work from,
your team will be able to truly collaborate together, taking your research to new heights.

Think globally but work locally
To produce the best research possible, it’s absolutely critical to have a global and
multidisciplinary mindset. When your team is able to think globally but work like you’re
in one location, you’ll be able to unlock the full potential of your team’s collective mind. If
your global research team can work from the same reference library, you can spend your
time sharing ideas and evolving your thinking rather than sharing documents via email.

Have the right research at your fingertips
Competition for getting published is at an all time high and delays due to
mismanaged references could mean the difference between your work getting
published or someone else’s. In order to get to the finish line first, you need to
always have the right research the moment you need it. When the right
reference is only a click away, you know that your research will be as complete
and accurate as possible, giving you a better chance of getting published.

Reduce your risk of rejection
You’ve worked so hard to get this far in your research project, but the hardest part
may be yet to come. If you can’t get your manuscript published, you won’t be able to
have an impact on your field or advance your career. When you can reduce your risk
of rejection due to simple bibliography and citation formatting errors or mismatched
journal submissions, you’ll be positioned to be reviewed based on the quality of your
work rather than a technicality, and will be one step closer to being published and cited.

Leave behind the tedious work of bibliographies and reference
management and take your research to the next level.
Team access to one
reference library

Sort through years of
work in seconds

Work from a single reference library with up to
100 people, no matter where they are located
or what organization they are affiliated with.

Search across reference metadata, full text
journal articles, file attachments, and your
personal annotations and notes, to locate
the research you need in just seconds.

Overcome research limitations
For one upfront price, store and share as
many references, documents and files as you
need–a necessity for successful collaboration.

See what your team is doing

Cite it right the first time
Insert citations and references from your
EndNote library into your manuscript and
automatically build a bibliography in over
6,000 styles right from Microsoft® Word.

Instantly see the history of changes made to
your shared library with a built-in activity log.

Take the guesswork out
of journal submission

Let the full text find you

Using EndNote online, find the journals where
your research is most likely to be accepted
based on an analysis of tens of millions of
citation connections in Web of Science™.

Initiate a search for full text PDFs across
your subscriptions and freely available
sources. When the article is found, it will
automatically be attached to your reference.

Learn more about EndNote
Visit: endnote.com

Compatibility
Operating Systems:

Contact Sales:

Windows 7 SP1 or later | macOS 10.10 or later

+1-800-722-1227
facebook.com/EndNote
twitter.com/EndNoteNews
youtube.com/EndNoteTraining

With EndNote, your research is accessible
from anywhere, anytime.

Cite While You Write™ compatibility:
Microsoft Word 2007, 2010*, 2011, 2013*, 2016*
Bibliographic formatting integration:
Wolfram Mathematica 8, Apple® Pages

*32 and 64 bit

Apple, Mac, Macintosh and Pages are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
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